We propose an attention-based neural network approach to detect abusive speech in online social networks. Our approach enables more effective modeling of context and the semantic relationships between words. We also empirically evaluate the value of text pre-processing techniques in addressing the challenge of outof-vocabulary words in toxic content. Finally, we conduct extensive experiments on the Wikipedia Talk page datasets, showing improved predictive power over the previous state-of-the-art.
Introduction
Over the past few years, there has been increasing attention devoted to the problems of abusive language and hate-based activity in online social networks, with big social media platforms feeling the pressure from governments to perform some moderation of their activities. The AI research community has begun to design automated methods to detect instances of hate speech in these networks, with a primary approach proposing the use of Natural Language Processing (NLP) to perform document classification (Schmidt and Wiegand, 2017) .
A major challenge to performing this task is the intentional word and phrase obfuscation done by users to avoid detection (Nobata et al., 2016) . Examples such as 'sh*t', '1d10t' and 'banmuslim' are human-readable but difficult to detect using algorithms that rely on keyword spotting. Obfuscation makes context modeling, a challenging problem in NLP, even harder. For example, in the sentences "You feminist cnt" and "I cnt understand this", 'cnt' is used as a shorthand. However, without considering the context, it is difficult to tell whether 'cnt' represents 'cannot' or a derogatory remark.
Early work in hate speech detection used classifiers such as Support Vector Machines and Logistic Regression, with features such as word n-gram counts and the number of insult words (Greevy and Smeaton, 2004; Kwok and Wang, 2013; . With the recent success of deep learning models in solving a variety of classification problems, they have also become the state-of-the-art in detecting abusive speech.
In this paper, we make the following contributions towards detecting hate speech in social networks.
1. We propose the use of attention based deep learning models, the first being the usual word attention layer and the second being a self-targeted co-attention layer that considers the semantic relationships between word pairs.
2. We examine the value of text pre-processing techniques to reduce the number of out-ofvocabulary (OOV) words. We find that preprocessing not only helps to improve the accuracy of existing models, but also improves the proposed attention models.
Our solution addresses the main challenges in detecting abusive content: capturing context to identify important words when making classification decisions, which we achieve through the attention models, and out-of-vocabulary words, which we deal with through preprocessing. Altogether, we improve classification accuracy over the previous state of the art on the Wikipedia Toxicity, Personal Attack, and Aggression datasets (Wulczyn et al., 2017) .
In the remainder of this paper, Section 2 discusses related work, Section 3 presents our pre-processing method, Section 4 discusses our deep learning models and the baseline, Section 5 presents experimental results, and Section 6 concludes the paper with directions for future work.
Related Work
Among the first to study the problem of online abuse detection were Yin et al. (2009) who focused on harassment on the Web. They used a linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) with character and word n-grams, sentiment, and contextual features of the document (cosine similarity of neighbouring text). One of the first to study hate speech were Djuric et al. (2015) who used comments from the Yahoo Finance website. They learned text embeddings using the neural language model from Le and Mikolov (2014) and used them to train a binary classifier. Nobata et al. (2016) trained a regression model on multiple features such as word and character n-grams, as well as linguistic (e.g., number of hate blacklist words), syntactic (part-of-speech tags) and distributional semantic features (e.g., embeddings). They showed that although best performance was achieved when all features were used together, character n-grams were the most important.
Waseem and Hovy (2016) released a dataset containing 16,000 tweets that were manually labeled as either racist, sexist or clean. They used a Logistic Regression classifier and showed that character n-grams were important features. Working with the same dataset, Badjatiya et al. (2017) were one of the first to apply deep learning. They used a Gradient-Boosted Decision Tree (GDBT) on word embeddings learned using a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). Also, Gambäck and Sikdar (2017) used Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) on the same dataset. Furthermore, Park and Fung (2017) used the following two-step process. They first detected whether a tweet was abusive or not, and then, using another classifier, further classified the tweet as racist or sexist. They used a HybridCNN model, which is a variant of CNN that uses both words and characters to make classification decisions. Wulczyn et al. (2017) created three datasets from the English Wikipedia Talk Page: one annotated for personal attacks, one for toxicity, and one for aggression. Their best model was a multilayer perceptron trained on character n-gram features. Pavlopoulos et al. (2017) then improved the accuracy on the toxicity and personal attack datasets using RNNs. In addition, they released another dataset, with 1.6 million manually annotated user comments from the Greek Sports Portal (Gazzetta), and embeddings trained on this dataset. Mishra et al. (2018) generated embeddings for OOV words and used them with RNNs and character n-gram features on the Twitter and the Wikipedia datasets. analyzed another dataset released by Founta et al. (2018) , which also consists of tweets manually annotated into various categories of abusive speech.
Recently, attention models have been shown to be effective in various areas of NLP such as machine translation (Luong et al., 2015) , question answering (Seo et al., 2016) , entailment classification (Rocktäschel et al., 2015) , and document classification (Yang et al., 2016 ). The idea is that different words in a sentence can have different relative importance. Attention models help identify this by assigning importance scores to words. However, there has been limited effort on exploring the utility of these models for detecting online abusive speech. One study on moderating user comments (Pavlopoulos et al., 2017) experimented with adding an attention module, and showed benefits for the Greek Sports Portal dataset, but found little improvements for the Wikipedia dataset. Another effort focused on Twitter was also unable to see improvements, but since attention works better on longer sentences, this result is not surprising.
Co-attention is a specific kind of attention mechanism that was introduced for the task of Question Answering (QA) to measure the relationship between all pairs of context and query words (Seo et al., 2016; Xiong et al., 2016) . Since hate speech detection takes single sentences as input, self targeted co-attention may be more appropriate, whose aim is to model a sentence against itself, and thus extract the relative importance of every word pair. We also take inspiration from a recent work by Tay et al. (2018) who applied a coattention model for sarcasm detection. The modest effort to date with attention models for abuse detection and the limited success of these efforts provides an important opportunity for us to present a novel approach, with more effective results.
Preprocessing Methods
Social media content is noisy: it may contain shorthand, typos, emojis, etc. Furthermore, abusive content may be intentionally obfuscated to avoid detection. However, we found previous work to be inconsistent with the use of text preprocessing techniques and with quantifying their effects. Some approaches, such as Mishra et al. (2018) ; Pitsilis et al. (2018) , applied minimal preprocessing, similar to our baseline defined below. Others, such as Zhang et al. (2018) , used additional methods including Twitter tokenizers and normalizing Twitter hashtags. In our view, text preprocessing can be an important factor in improving hate speech detection capabilities and therefore we take on the task of measuring its value. Below, we detail the baseline and the preprocessing technique we use in this work.
std-approach serves as our baseline. It comprises of lower casing the text, light text cleaning such as handling elongated text (e.g., coverting 'yaaaay' to 'yaay'), and removing whitespaces and stop words. For tokenization, we use the standard nltk text tokenizer 1 .
adv-approach consists of the following steps:
• AT: We replaced the nltk tokenizer with an advanced tokenizer 2 (Baziotis et al., 2017) , designed for noisy data from social networks. It handles common emoticons, URLs, dates, and hashtags. It also labels common censored words such as sh*t but does not modify their form, e.g., it converts 'sh*t' to 'sh*t (censored)'.
• SW: We remove punctuation and words appearing only once. We also limit words to 50 characters (trimming longer words down to 50 characters). However, in contrast to the std-approach, we do not remove stop words since we observed that pronouns play an important role in hate speech detection (details in Section 5).
• SC: We employ a state-of-the-art spelling correction tool (Ekphrasis) to remove typos and obfuscation. However, we only use this tool on words whose suggested corrections are present in our pre-trained word embedding vocabulary (details in Section 5).
• WS: We then deal with concatenated words such as 'stupidperson' or 'stupid person'. The first case can be handled by replacing dashes with spaces and then applying a spell checker on the segmented words to identify typos. For the second case, we use a word segmenter library (Ekphrasis). Again, we only consider the result of the segmenter if each separated word is part of our embedding vocabulary. As a result, adv-approach cannot identify phrases composed of incorrectly spelled words such as 'bnamuslmis'.
Deep Learning Methods
In this section, we describe the deep learning methods for hate speech detection, including baselines and attention models.
BiRNN
Our first baseline is the Hidden State (HS) method adopted from Mishra et al. (2018) . We refer to our modified version as BiRNN. Instead of using two layers of RNNs, we use a single-layer Bidirectional RNN (BiRNN) since it gave better results. A BiRNN consists of two RNNs, one operating on the sequence of words in the forward direction like a standard RNN, and the other going backwards. Each cell in a BiRNN is a GRU (Gated Recurrent Unit) (Chung et al., 2014) . The model accepts a sentence as input. First, the embedding layer converts each word into a low dimensional embedding vector, producing a sequence of word embeddings W ∈ R (n×d) , where n and d denote the number of words in the sentence and the embedding dimension size, respectively. Thus, the sentence can be denoted by (w 1 , w 2 , ..., w n ) where w i represents the i th word through its embedding vector. This is given as input to the BiRNN, which creates two sets of hidden states, → h and ← h . We concatenate these two hidden states to obtain the final hidden state vector h ∈ R (n×2m) represented as (h 1 , h 2 , ..., h n ), where m is the number of hidden dimensions of each GRU cell. Finally, we perform a max-pooling over time operation (Collobert and Weston, 2008) over the hidden states to obtain the final representation vector.
Attn
Our second model is a variant of the attention mechanism originally proposed by Yang et al. (2016) and used by Pavlopoulos et al. (2017) on the same Wikipedia Talk datasets that we use in our experimental evaluation 3 . The intuition be-hind this attention model is that since not all words contribute equally to a sentence, the model should learn to focus on the important words. This mechanism is applied over the hidden states (h 1 , h 2 , ..., h n ) of the BiRNN as shown below.
Here, W w ∈ R (2m×p) , b w ∈ R (p) and u w ∈ R (p×n) is a context length vector, where m is the number of hidden dimensions of each GRU cell, p is a hyperparameter, and ReLU is a rectified linear unit describing the activation function. All of these weights are learned during the training process. Thus, we obtain the attended hidden state vector v, which is given to the dense layer.
Co-Attn
Finally, we consider a co-attention model inspired by recent work on sarcasm detection (Tay et al., 2018) . However, we propose several modifications. As shown in Figure 1 , the model is composed of a co-attention module and a BiRNN. The idea behind co-attention is to learn the semantic relationship between each word pair in the sentence whereas the BiRNN learns the long-range dependencies in the sentence.
We apply the co-attention layer directly on the embedding vectors (we also tested it over the outputs of the BiRNN but obtained worse accuracy). We generate a similarity matrix S ∈ R (n×n) to learn the relationships between words, where s ij denotes the score between words e i and e j . Our similarity matrix is as follows:
where E ∈ R (d×d) is a learnable weight matrix, and, as mentioned earlier, W ∈ R (n×d) is the word embedding matrix, where n and d denote the length of sentence and embedding dimension size, respectively. We also mask the values in S where i == j, so the similarity of a word with respect to itself is not considered. Next, we apply a row-wise average pooling operation to S (as deeper than the one we propose and may have led to overfitting. compared to max pooling that was originally proposed), which is followed by a Softmax to learn the attention vector a:
where a ∈ R (n) represents the learned attention weights. Then the attention vector is used to learn the weighted representation r ∈ R (d) of W, given by the equation below.
Now, instead of learning only from the output of the final hidden state of the BiRNN, the classification layer learns from the joint representation of the co-attended embedding representation (r) and the BiRNN last hidden state vector (h n ), as shown below:
where W f ∈ R ((d+2m)×m) and b f ∈ R m . The embedding representation captures relationships between words while the BiRNN captures the sequential information within the sentence.
Experiments
For consistency with previous work, our experiments are based on the recently released Wikipedia datasets: Toxicity (W-Tox), Personal Attack (W-At) and Aggression (W-Ag) (Wulczyn et al., 2017) . W-Tox contains 159,686 records, while W-At and W-Ag both contain 115,864 records each. These datasets were created by having annotators from the Crowdflower platform label Wikipedia Talk Page comments as toxic or not, personal attack or not, and aggressive or not, respectively. Each comment was judged by multiple annotators, and, in this work, we take the majority vote as the class label. This gives us a binary classification problem. Roughly 10 percent of the comments in each dataset are labelled as toxic, personal attacks or aggressive. For a fair comparison to Mishra et al. (2018) , we use a 60:40 training-testing split.
Following Mishra et al. (2018) , we use 300-dimensional Glove (Pennington et al., 2014) embedding vectors and we further tune them during training via back-propagation. We create embedding vectors for OOV words with random values in the range ±0.25. We use 175 as the length of the sequence and we use cross-entropy loss with the Adam optimizer (Kinga and Adam, 2015) , with an initial learning rate of 0.001 and L2 regularization of 10 −6 . Each GRU cell has a hidden dimension size of 150. We experimented with batch sizes of 128, 200 and 256. We implemented all the models in Pytorch (Paszke et al., 2017) and we use the sigmoid output layer in all the models. Our source code is available at https://github.com/ ddhruvkr/Online_Abuse_Detection
We first evaluate the two methods of preprocessing from Section 3, std-approach and advapproach. We then evaluate the models from Section 4. To measure the accuracy of the models, we report macro (i.e., average) F1 scores over both classes (labelled "Overall" below) as well as the (micro) F1 scores for just the toxic classes (defined in the standard way, as a harmonic mean of precision and recall). In some experiments, we also report precision (P) and recall (R) individually. For each method, we repeat the experiments five times and report the average.
Impact of Pre-Processing
We first compare the OOV word count in the data after the simple preprocessing method (stdapproach) to after applying additional preprocessing (adv-approach). Table 1 compares the OOV word count after applying the two preprocessing approaches on the three tested datasets. Our advanced preprocessing method reduces the number of OOV words by a factor of 4.
To assess the impact of the different preprocessing steps from Section 3 on classification accuracy, Table 2 shows the Overall average F1 scores and the toxic class F1 scores for the BiRNN model (baseline model). We test the standard approach, the standard approach plus the advanced tokenizer (AT), the standard approach plus punctuation and rare word removal, and stopwords added back (SW), the standard approach plus spellchecking (SC) and segmenting concatenated words (WS), and the advanced approach, which includes all of AT, SW, SC, and WS. In general, the adv-approach outperforms the std-approach on all three tested datasets. In particular, the inclusion of stopwords (SW), specifically pronouns, contributes the most to improving the performance on the W-At and WAg datasets. On the other hand, the advanced tokernizer (AT) is the most important preprocessing step for the W-Tox dataset. Word Segmentation (WS) and spelling correction (SC) also improve the scores for all three datasets.
Impact of Attention Models
The remainder of our experiments examine the value of neural attention models, Attn and CoAttn, compared to 1) the baseline BiRNN 2) and a variation of the baseline that also uses character n-gram features in addition to a RNN, abbreviated Context-HS+CNG. (Mishra et al., 2018) . We include Context-HS+CNG because it is the previous state-of-the-art model on our datasets. First, to compare overall performance, Table 3 shows the overall macro F1 scores of each tested method on the three datasets. We take the scores of Context HS+CNG directly from the original papers (they did not test it on W-Ag, so we omit this number). Overall, we observe that the baseline model BiRNN with text pre-processing already performs better than the previous state-ofthe-art. Applying the attention mechanism (Attn) improves the scores, and the Co-Attn model is even better than Attn on W-Tox and W-At.
In addition to reporting the average macro F1 scores, Table 3 also includes the standard deviation over the five experimental runs. In addition to having the highest scores on W-Tox and W-At, Co-Attn also has the lowest standard deviation.
To obtain further insight into the performance on the minority (toxic, personal attack or aggression) class, we show the micro precision (P), recall (R) and F1 scores for the minority class in Table 4 . The attention models outperform the baselines in terms of recall and F1, but not precision. The Co- attn model gives the best F1 score for the W-Tox dataset, improving it by close to one point over the previous state-of-the-art (Context-HS+CNG).
For the W-At dataset, Co-Attn also has the highest F1 score, improving the baseline by 1.8 points.
For the W-Ag dataset, the Attn model improves the BiRNN baseline by about 0.6 points. Using a paired t-test, we found that the differences between BiRNN and Co-Attn for the W-Tox and WAt datasets and between BiRNN and Attn for the W-Ag dataset are statistically significant using a p value of 0.05.
Interpretability
A useful feature of attention mechanisms is that they can help interpret the classification decisions made by the models.
To do so, we analyze the representations formed by the attention layers. In Table 5 , we consider five comments marked as personal attacks in the W-At dataset. We examine examples where both Attn and Co-Attn predicted the correct label and where their prediction was incorrect. We highlight words found to be important (darker shading means the word was more important), and we show the confidence percentage scores, which represent the probability of the class predicted by the models. For the first sentence, both models give an accurate prediction. The Attn model captures the relationship between "you" and "coward" whereas the Co-Attn model focuses on the word "stop" in addition to "coward". In general, we observed that the Attn model relied heavily on pronouns. We see an example of this in the next two sentences.
For the second sentence, both models correctly predicted the class. The Attn model relies on "you" and "queer". In the third sentence, we replace the word "you" with "hey", and we see that the Attn model incorrectly labels the sentence as not a personal attack. On the other hand, the CoAttn model is still able to predict the label correctly.
The next two sentences demonstrate where the Co-Attn model breaks. In the fourth sentence, both models are correct in their predictions. However, the Attn model mainly attends to the word "douchebag" whereas Co-attn observes the interaction between the words "anyone" and "douchebag". However, when we modified the sentence by splitting the word "douchebag" into two (last sentence), the Co-Attn model attends to both "anyone" and "bag" along with the word "douche". This results in the model being indecisive and incorrectly predicting that the label is not a personal attack. The confidence score of 50.25% further confirms that the model is uncertain of its prediction. On the other hand, the Attn model still correctly predicts the class as it only focuses on the word "douche". In general, we found that the Coattn model was able to capture more interactions between words as compared to the Attn model.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we demonstrated the utility of attention models in detecting online abusive speech. We also showed the importance of reducing the number of out-of-vocabulary words through preprocessing techniques. Our experimental results showed that combining text processing with attention mechanisms, both of which aim to filter out as much noise as possible, is more effective than the previous state of the art, especially at predicting the minority (toxic) class.
In future work, we will investigate alternative spell checkers. In the context of hate speech detection, a problem with standard spell checkers is with their handling of profanity. For example, "sh*t" is corrected to "shot" and "b*tch" to "batch". Recent work on context-sensitive spelling correction may be a good starting point for this extension (Gong et al., 2019) , although it is not clear if intentional obfuscation should be corrected since it can be a strong indicator of hate speech.
We also plan to investigate the performance of our preprocessing and attention methods on other datasets such as Twitter and Facebook (Waseem and Hovy, 2016; Waseem, 2016; Kumar et al., 2018) . As mentioned by Mishra et al. (2018) , the Wikipedia datasets that we used in this paper have more standard language and less obfuscation than Twitter datasets. Thus, we expect preprocessing to be important for those datasets as well. We will also study the importance of different preprocessing steps when combined with contextualized character embeddings such as ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) .
Another interesting direction for future work is to explore adversarial training in hate speech detection. This concept originated in the field of computer vision, and refers to the practice of adding noise to training data so as to make the model resistant to noise in test data (Goodfellow et al., 2015) . For example, in computer vision, it was observed that when some calculated noise was added to the training data of an image classification model, the model made an incorrect classification decision even though there was no change to a human eye. It can be argued that intentional obfuscation of hate comments affects hate speech classifiers in a similar way. Recent work found that adversarial training does not completely mitigate these issues in hate speech detection and that character level features are more robust than word level features (Gröndahl et al., 2018) . However, more work can be done to explore the potential of this idea.
Finally, Schmidt and Wiegand (2017) point out that little research has been done in the field of hate speech detection in languages other than English. They mention that hate speech could have strong cultural implications and therefore advancing the area of multi-lingual hate speech detection is important. They further state that it remains to be seen that how successful techniques in detecting hate speech in English perform when applied to different languages.
